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(57) ABSTRACT 

A plurality of scroll compressors with different fixed volume 
indexes are connected in fluid parallel circuit and configured 
to selectively operate to maximize isentropic efficiency at 
different condensing temperatures. Different quantities of 
scroll compressors of different volume indexes may be 
selected based upon typical climate or geographic location 
environmental conditions to attempt to maximize efficiency. 
A controller may selectively operate different combinations 
of the compressors of different volume indexes bases upload 
demands and condensing temperature conditions, which may 
be determined in a variety of ways. 
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SCROLL COMPRESSORS WITH DIFFERENT 
VOLUME INDEXES AND SYSTEMIS AND 

METHODS FOR SAME 

0001 CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATIONS 
0002 This patent application claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/146,947, filed Jan. 23, 
2009, the entire teachings and disclosure of which are incor 
porated herein by reference thereto. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The present invention relates to scroll compressors 
for compressing refrigerant and more particularly to effi 
ciency improvements relative to a bank of two or more com 
pressors that may be implemented in a cooling/refrigeration 
circuit, and is particularly advantageous for Such compressors 
that have a built-in fixed volume index such as scroll or screw 
compressors. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0004. A scroll compressor is a certain type of compressor 
that is used to compress refrigerant for Such applications as 
refrigeration, air conditioning, heat pumps, industrial cooling 
and freezer applications, and/or other applications where 
compressed fluid may be used. Such prior Scroll compressors 
are known, for example, as exemplified in U.S. Pat. Nos. 
6,398,530 to Hasemann; 6,814,551, to Kammhoff et al.: 
6,960,070 to Kammhoffet al.; and 7,112,046 to Kammhoffet 
al., all of which are assigned to a Bitzer entity closely related 
to the present assignee. As the present disclosure pertains to 
improvements that can be implemented in these or other 
scroll compressor designs, the entire disclosures of U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 6,398,530; 7,112,046; 6,814,551; and 6,960,070 are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties. 
0005. As is exemplified by these patents, scroll compres 
sors conventionally include an outer housing having a scroll 
set contained therein. A scroll compressor, and more particu 
larly a scroll set, includes first and second scroll compressor 
members. A first compressor member is typically arranged 
stationary and fixed in the outer housing. A second scroll 
compressor member is moveable relative to the first scroll 
compressor member in order to compress refrigerant between 
respective scroll ribs which rise above the respective bases 
and engage in one another. Conventionally the moveable 
scroll compressor member is driven about an orbital path 
about a central axis for the purposes of compressing refrig 
erant. An appropriate drive unit, typically an electric motor, is 
provided usually within the same housing to drive the mov 
able scroll member. 
0006 Scroll compressors and/or other types of compres 
sors are positive displacement machines and thereby may 
have a fixed and therefore non-adjustable “volume index”. 
Such compressors trap a fixed Volume of fluid (e.g. typically 
a pure gas State) on the Suction side and increase the pressure 
by reducing the Volume occupied by the fluid in a compres 
sion chamber, thereby raising the fluid pressure on the dis 
charge side. The volume index is the ratio of the volume of 
Suction gas in the compression chamber cavity (when it 
closes) to the Volume of gas in the compressor chamber cavity 
(when it opens). This Volume index (Vi) provides for the 
internal pressure ratio for the compressor. 
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0007. One drawback with employing such fixed positive 
displacement compressors is that the efficiency curve is fixed 
relative to operating temperature or to part load operation 
(e.g. due to condensing temperature differences due to sea 
Sonal changes as between Summer and winter). While making 
variable geometry compressors is possible, these adjustable 
machines have other drawbacks such as increased parts (e.g. 
controls and actuators and mechanical geometry adjustment 
structure) and thereby increased complexity and typically a 
Substantial increased cost. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. A general objective of the present invention is to 
increase efficiency of compressors systems operating in both 
full or part load conditions. Further, the system can be opti 
mized depending on various environmental conditions. 
0009. It is a further subsidiary objective according to the 
above objective to provide Such efficiency gains in compres 
sors that have a fixed volume index. However, it will be 
recognized from the description herein that this subsidiary 
objective is not limited to fixed volume index compressors 
alone. 
0010. In accordance with either or both of the objectives 
above, one aspect of the present invention is directed toward 
a compressor arrangement comprising a plurality of refriger 
ant compressors connected in parallel circuit in which each 
refrigerant compressor has a Volume index. The compressors 
include at least one first compressor and at least one second 
compressor in which each first compressor has a volume 
index different than each second compressor. 
0011. According to the above aspect, the first and second 
compressors may be fixed Volume index compressors, e.g. 
scroll or screw compressors. Each of the first and second 
compressors have a volume index different from the other. 
For example, in one embodiment, the first compressor has a 
higher Volume index than the second compressor. There may 
be a relation between the first and second compressor in 
which each first compressor has a higherisentropic efficiency 
at a high temperature range for saturated condensing tem 
perature. In contrast, each second compressor may have a 
higher isentropic efficiency at a low temperature range for 
saturated condensing temperature. There may be an interme 
diate range between the high temperature and low tempera 
ture range where efficiencies are roughly equivalent or of 
relatively small difference. 
0012. According to the above aspect, one of the compres 
sors may be substantially optimized for air cooling (thereby 
having a higher condensing temperature) and the other type of 
compressor Substantially optimized for water cooling 
(thereby having a lower condensing temperature). Different 
Volume indexes generally indicate different condenser opti 
mizations. Notwithstanding the same, even if the system is 
selected for air cooling, it may include a combination of 
air-cooled optimized compressors and water-cooled opti 
mized compressors; or if it is water or liquid cooled, the 
arrangement may also include compressors optimized for air 
cooling in combination with compressors optimized for water 
cooling. The combination of compressors selected is based 
upon at least, in part, maximizing isentropic efficiency due to 
operating conditions that are anticipated to be used at a given 
geographic location. The combination of compressors 
selected is also based upon at least, in part, maximizing the 
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) and the Integrated 
Part Load Value (IPLV). 
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0013 Yet a further subsidiary aspect of the present inven 
tion may include a controller that is in operative communica 
tion with both types of refrigerant compressors for individu 
ally turning the refrigerant compressors on and off (including 
optionally modulating and otherwise controlling the com 
pressors). The controller can be configured to selectively 
operate the first and second compressors in response to a 
demand load and a determination of different saturated con 
densing temperature conditions. Preferably the controller 
selects between the first and second compressors or combi 
nation thereof based upon maximizing isentropic efficiency. 
For example, when it is determined to be in the first high 
temperature range, the controller may operate the first com 
pressors to the extent necessitated by the demand load and 
operate the second compressors only as necessary to meet the 
demand load when all of the first compressors are already 
operating. However, when temperatures are typically lower 
and it is determined to be in the second low temperature 
range, the controller may operate the second compressors to 
the extent necessitated by a demand load and operate the first 
compressors only as necessary to meet the demand load when 
all of the second compressors are already operating. If there is 
an intermediate range between high and low temperature 
ranges, different logic or different combinations may either 
be pre-selected for the compressors depending on other con 
siderations, while still maximizing efficiency given the neg 
ligible efficiency differences that may be provided in an inter 
mediate range. 
0014 Various ways may be used to provide a determina 
tion of the temperature range of condensing temperatures. For 
example, the sensed pressure of a refrigeration system 
detected using a pressure sensor can be indicative of the 
saturated condensing temperature. Alternatively, actual tem 
perature detected using temperature sensors and/or other Such 
data, i.e. date or seasonal information indicative of the current 
environment or climate, can be used to determine whether the 
compressor arrangement is in a higher temperature range or 
lower temperature range of condensing temperatures. The 
operating load demand may also itself indicate the operating 
condensing temperature such as for an air conditioner system 
when lower demand loads indicate a lower condensing tem 
perature range and higher demand loads indicate a higher 
condensing temperature range. Combinations of such sensors 
and other data or information may be used to derive Such a 
determination. 
0015 The compressor arrangement may comprise two, 
three or four or more compressors operating in one, two or 
more banks and one, two or more different refrigerants cir 
cuits, but it is extensible to all different compressor arrange 
ments and technologies with a fixed volume index. Further, 
the compressors may be arranged in a single bank or divided 
up among different banks of Scroll compressors that may be 
commonly mounted with common Suction and discharge 
pipes and common mounting rails. Separate or combined 
circuits may be used with the banks. 
0016. Another aspect is directed toward a method of com 
pressing refrigerant comprising arranging at least two refrig 
erant compressors in fluid parallel having different built in 
Volume indexes; and selectively operating the at least two 
refrigerant compressors based on Saturated condensing tem 
perature. 
0017. The saturated condensing temperature may be 
determined by at least one factor selected from the group 
consisting of demand load, actual temperature, refrigerant 
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pressure, and seasonal date data. Preferably, it is pressure 
based information that can include sensing a Suction pressure 
upstream of the at least refrigerant compressors; and deter 
mining the Saturate condensing temperature based on the 
Suction pressure (e.g. with a known refrigerant, Suction pres 
Sure correlates to and is thus indicative of saturated condens 
ing temperature). 
0018. The above method may further include the subsid 
iary aspect of selectively operating the refrigerant compres 
sors in response to a load demand; determining which of the 
different refrigerant compressors are more efficient at a 
present state of the Saturated condensing temperature; oper 
ating only the refrigerant compressors determined to be more 
efficient at the present state of the Saturated condensing tem 
perature to satisfy the demand load; and operating the refrig 
erant compressor determined to be less efficient in the event 
the demand load cannot be satisfied by the refrigerant com 
pressors determined to be more efficient. 
0019. According to the subsidiary aspect, the method may 
further include: selectively operating the refrigerant com 
pressors in response to a load demand; operating only the 
refrigerant compressors having a lowest Volume index at a 
low load demand; and operating all of the refrigerant com 
pressors at a maximum load demand. If an intermediate load 
demand is provided, the method may further involve operat 
ing a mix of refrigerant compressors with different Volume 
indexes at an intermediate load demand between lowest and 
maximum load demand to attempt to optimize efficiency. 
0020. Other aspects, objectives and advantages of the 
invention will become more apparent from the following 
detailed description when taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0021. The accompanying drawings incorporated in and 
forming a part of the specification illustrate several aspects of 
the present invention and, together with the description, serve 
to explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings: 
0022 FIG. 1 is an isometric view of multiple scroll com 
pressor assemblies that are mounted in parallel fluid circuit 
and in a common bank that may further be mounted on a 
common pair of mounting rails in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0023 FIG. 2 is a cross section of one of the scroll com 
pressors shown in FIG. 1; 
0024 FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a cooling system 
employing at least one bank of scroll compressors; 
0025 FIG. 4 is a schematic view of a cooling system 
employing at least one bank of scroll compressors, according 
to an alternative embodiment of FIG. 3, but with similar 
reference numbers indicated to indicate like components; and 
0026 FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating the isentropic efficien 
cies of a low Volume index compressor and a high Volume 
index compressor at different operating condensing tempera 
tures. 

0027. While the invention will be described in connection 
with certain preferred embodiments, there is no intent to limit 
it to those embodiments. On the contrary, the intent is to cover 
all alternatives, modifications and equivalents as included 
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
appended claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0028. An embodiment of the present invention has been 
illustrated in FIG. 1 as at least one bank 10 of compressors of 
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at least two different Volume indexes, such as Scroll compres 
sors 12, connected in fluid parallel circuit. Each scroll com 
pressor as illustrated in FIG. 1 may be a fixed positive dis 
placement machine that has a non-adjustable built in fixed 
Volume index in that the geometry of scrolls and the compres 
Sor chambers that are formed are not adjustable during opera 
tion. The bank 10 of scroll compressors may be used in a 
variety of systems to include air conditioning or chillers, 
reversible heat pumps, refrigeration units, industrial cooling 
applications and other Such refrigerant circuits (herein cool 
ing and refrigeration and other similar words are used inter 
changeably and mean the same thing and apply broadly to all 
Such applications indicated). 
0029. Before turning to the details of the parallel circuit 
bank with different volume indexes, some background about 
a scroll compressor 12 as shown in FIG.2 will be provided for 
orientation and description purposes, although it is under 
stood that this invention may be applicable to other compres 
Sor configurations such as those discussed in the background 
for example, especially such configurations with a fixed (e.g. 
no adjustable) Volume index. The scroll compressor 12 gen 
erally includes an outer housing 14 that typically comprises 
one or more stamp-formed sheet steel shell sections 16 that 
are welded together. Contained within the housing 14 is a 
drive unit 18 that may take the form of an electrical motor and 
a pair of scroll compressor bodies to include a fixed scroll 
compressor body 20 and a movable scroll compressor body 
22. The scroll compressor bodies 20, 22 have respective bases 
24 and respective scroll ribs 26 that project from the respec 
tive bases 24 and which mutually engage for compression of 
fluid. The drive unit 18 has a rotational output on a drive shaft 
28 that is operable to drive the movable scroll compressor 
body 22 about an orbital path relative to the fixed scroll 
compressor body 20 and thereby facilitates the compression 
of fluid. The drive unit 18 is electrically connected via wiring 
to a local electrical panel and box 30 that is carried on the 
housing 14. Further details of Such a scroll compressor 
arrangement are further described in the aforementioned pat 
ents which have been hereby incorporated by reference in 
their entireties. 

0030 Referring again to FIG.1, each scroll compressor 12 
may be commonly mounted on common mounting rails 32 
via mounting bases 40 to form at least one bank 10 of scroll 
compressors. Multiple banks (as schematically indicated in 
FIGS. 3 and 4) may be employed, with the compressors 12 
connected among each other in parallel circuit as shown. To 
facilitate parallel connection, each scroll compressor may 
have a Suction inlet connected to a common low pressure 
Suction pipe 34, and a discharge outlet connected to a com 
mon high pressure outlet pipe 36. The lubricating oil Sumps 
may also optionally be connected via a common line 38. 
0031. As also indicated in FIG. 1, different scroll com 
pressors may be different models, sizes or types (e.g. with 
different scroll member geometry) to provide different fixed 
built in volume indexes (Vi). For example, in FIG. 1, one of 
the illustrated scroll compressors is shown to have a Vi of 2.3 
and in an embodiment may be optimized for water cooling 
applications (e.g. in which the condensing temperature is 
lower). Also shown in FIG. 1 is that two of the illustrated 
scroll compressors are shown to have a Vi of 2.6 and in an 
embodiment may be optimized for air cooling applications 
(i.e. in which the condensing temperature is higher). The 
Volume index is the ratio of the Volume of Suction gas in the 
compression chamber 42 when it closes (i.e. see chambers 42 
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formed between scroll members in FIG. 2) to the volume of 
gas in the compressor chamber 42 when it opens. This Volume 
index (Vi) provides for the internal pressure ratio for the 
compressor. In a scroll compressor (with reference to FIG. 1) 
the Volume of each compression chamber 42 progressively 
decreases in Volume during operation as the compression 
chamber is moved radially inward due to the movement until 
it discharges into a discharge port and through a check valve 
44. 
0032. The present invention contemplates using compres 
sors of different volume indexes (Vi) for purposes of increas 
ing efficiency due to different condensing temperatures that 
may be experienced in a given application and/or geographic 
region. Embodiments contemplate different combinations of 
compressors with Videpending upon the typical load demand 
at different temperature ranges and the time 96 during a year 
that will typically be spent in that range. 
0033. The benefits of using different compressors of dif 
ferent Vi in combination can be realized with the performance 
efficiency distinctions experienced by the different compres 
sors. In this regard and referring to FIG. 5, it is seen that 
different compressors may perform differently at different 
saturated condensing temperatures. As shown, the efficiency 
graphs for two different compressors are shown, one having a 
higher Volume index (Vi) and another having a lower Volume 
index (Vi). Maximum efficiencies may be separated by at 
least 5 degrees F. of temperature. Additionally, it is seen that 
at lower temperatures the low Vicompressor is significantly 
more efficient (preferably at least 2% more efficient, and at 
Some temperatures at least 5% more efficient); and in contrast 
at higher temperatures the higher Vi compressor is signifi 
cantly more efficient. Further there may optionally be an 
intermediate range (that may or may not start and stop at the 
maximum efficiencies as shown) over which there may be 
marginal or relatively insignificant efficiency differences 
Such that other logic may be used over that range relative to 
operation. 
0034 Turning to FIGS. 3 and 4, different refrigeration 
cooling systems are illustrated showing different embodi 
ments of a system incorporating one or more banks 10 of the 
scroll compressors 12. FIG. 3 illustrates a system employing 
separate refrigeration circuits for each bank, and FIG. 4 illus 
trates a system wherein the banks are connected in parallel 
feeding a common refrigeration circuit. 
0035 Referring to FIG. 3, the illustrated cooling system 
includes two separate banks 10 of scroll compressors 12 
connected in parallel circuit, but each feeding a separate 
dedicated refrigeration circuit 46. Each refrigeration circuit 
46 includes a condenser 48 connected in series to the high 
pressure outlet pipe 36 of the scroll compressor bank 10. The 
condenser 48 is illustrated to have fluid flow heat exchanger 
50 (e.g. air, or in another embodiment liquid) flow across to 
cool and thereby condense high pressure refrigerant. A pres 
Sure sensor 52 may be interposed to sense high pressure 
refrigerant pressure along the outlet pipe 36 (e.g. upstream of 
the condenser and downstream of the scroll compressors). 
The pressure sensor 52 provide electrical feedback indicative 
of sensed pressure to an electronic controller 60. 
0036. At least one cooling expansion unit 54 (if multiple 
units 54 on a circuit then arranged typically in parallel) is also 
arranged in fluid series downstream of the condenser 48. 
Optional control valve unit 56 (e.g. as in US Patent Publica 
tion 2008/0011014) or other controls may optionally be inter 
posed between the expansion unit 54 and the condenser 48. 
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The expansion unit 54 typically will include an on/off stop 
valve 58 controlled by a controller 60 to allow for operation of 
the expansion unit to produce cooling when necessitated by a 
demand load or to preclude operation of the expansion unit 
when not necessitated. The expansion unit 54 also includes an 
expansion valve 62 that may be responsive or in part con 
trolled by pressure downstream of the expansion unit heat 
exchanger) that controls discharge of refrigerant into a heat 
exchanger 64, wherein due to the expansion, heat is absorbed 
to expand the refrigerant to a gas state thereby creating a 
cooling/refrigeration effect at the heat exchanger 64. 
0037. The expansion unit 54 returns the expanded refrig 
erant in a gas state along the low pressure Suction pipe 34 to 
the bank 10 of scroll compressors 12. A pressure sensor 66 is 
interposed along the return between the expansion unit 54 and 
the scroll compressors 12 to sense pressure along the Suction 
side as experienced in the Suction pipe 34. The pressure 
sensor 66 provides electrical feedback indicative of sensed 
pressure to the controller 60. The controller 60 is also elec 
trically connected to each electrical box 30 for each of the 
scroll compressors 12 to individually turn the compressors on 
and off, and to otherwise control the compressors as may be 
appropriate. 
0038 Referring to FIG. 4, it is seen that both banks 10 of 
compressors 12 may collectively be arranged in parallel in the 
same circuit alternatively feeding a common condenser 48 
that may output to one or more expansion units 54 as illus 
trated. This circuit also work with the same refrigeration cycle 
as does the first through compression of refrigerant, condens 
ing of refrigerant, expansion of refrigerant and return of the 
refrigerant to the beginning of the cycle. This illustrates that 
different circuit configurations are possible. 
0039. In either refrigeration circuit configuration of FIG.4 
or FIG. 3, the controller 60 can operate according to embodi 
ments of the invention as discussed below. As noted, the 
controller that is in individual operative communication with 
both types of refrigerant compressors (both high Vi and low 
Vi compressors), to individually and selectively control dif 
ferent compressors depending upon load demand and envi 
ronmental conditions (e.g. condensing temperature). The 
controller 60 can thus individually turn the refrigerant com 
pressors 12 on and off (including optionally modulating and 
otherwise controlling the compressors). The controller 60 
will be preconfigured with logic that automatically selects the 
compressors based upon demand load and the temperature 
conditions (as may be determined by being actual or calcu 
lated from other data). 
0040. In an embodiment, the controller 60 is be configured 

to selectively operate the high Vi or low Vicompressors 12 in 
response to a demand load and a determination of different 
saturated condensing temperature conditions. In combination 
with what is shown in FIG. 5, preferably the controller 60 
selects between the high Vi or low Vi compressors 12 or 
combination thereof based upon maximizing isentropic effi 
ciency. For example, when it is determined to be in the first 
high temperature range (see FIG. 5), the controller 60 may 
operate the high Vi compressors to the extent necessitated by 
the demand load and operate the low Vicompressors only as 
necessary to meet the demand load when all of the high Vi 
compressors are already operating. 
0041. However, when temperatures are determined to be 
in the second low temperature range (see e.g. FIG. 5), the 
controller 60 may operate the high Vi compressors to the 
extent necessitated by a demand load and operate the low Vi 
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compressors only as necessary to meet the demand load when 
all of the second compressors are already operating. In this 
manner, efficiency is maximized. If there is an intermediate 
range between high and low temperature ranges, different 
logic or different combinations may either be pre-selected for 
the compressors depending on other considerations. 
0042. Various ways may be used to provide a determina 
tion of the temperature range of condensing temperatures. For 
example, the pressure sensors 52, 66 provide the pressure of 
the system which is indicative of the Saturated condensing 
temperature. In particular, for a given refrigerant, an AC sys 
tem will evaporate at a certain temperature which is linked to 
a precise pressure for the given refrigerant. Thus, the pressure 
signal(s) may be used to determine temperature. Alterna 
tively, actual temperature sensors and/or other such data Such 
as date or seasonal information that would be indicative of the 
current environmental client and thereby whether the com 
pressor arrangement is in a higher temperature range or lower 
temperature range. For example, at mid Summer for an air 
cooled system, it would be presumed and thereby determined 
that a high temperature is experienced. The operating load 
demand may also itself indicate the operating condensing 
temperature Such as for an air conditioner system when lower 
demand loads indicate a lower condensing temperature range 
and higher demand loads indicate a higher condensing tem 
perature range. Thus a determination of temperature may 
simply be derived from demand load. Combinations of such 
sensors and other data or information may be used to derive 
Such a temperature determination. 
0043. With this understanding a working contemplated 
example below will be explained implementing an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

CONTEMPLATED EXAMPLE 

0044) To demonstrate the above concept, a practical con 
templated example is discussed below for a conditioning 
chiller that is optimized for efficiency using two types scroll 
compressors having different volume indexes (Vi). For pur 
poses of demonstration, it will be assumed the following 
application environment parameters: 

0.045 System: air cooled chiller supplying around 360 
kW (max cooling capacity nominally required) double 
circuit with a trio operating on each circuit 

0046 Geographical area: Southern Europe (Italy, 
Spain) 

0047 Objective: to optimize the system in terms of both 
EER (full load) and SEER (part load), in agreement to a 
customer and application requirements 

0048 Given these application and environmental param 
eters, a total of 6 scroll compressors will be therefore used: of 
them one compressor per circuit will be chosen with a V-2.3 
(i.e. a Bitzer model # GSD8-295VW, water cooled/low con 
densing temperature optimized) while the other two with a 
V-2.6 (i.e. a Bitzer model # GSD8-295VA, air cooled/high 
condensing temperature optimized). 
0049. During the year several operating conditions will 
alternate, as consequence of a different cooling request. The 
system control will regulate the Supplied cooling capacity by 
Switching off on the number of compressors required, as 
commonly already done. The advantage of the "scroll mix' is 
that the system will possibly select only the compressors that 
are more performing under the required conditions. 
0050 Based on this configuration, it is possible to illus 
trate the efficiency benefit below for three situations, among 
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the six in this case possible: 100%. 83.3%, 66.7%, 50%, 
33.3% and 16.7% of the full load. 

0051 
O 

A. Full load, 100%: all 6 compressors are switched 

0052. The season is hot summer/mid summer which typi 
cally experience the highest condensing temperatures. 
0053. In terms of total energy efficiency, in this case, the 
“weight” of the 4 compressors with V-2.6 will be prevailing. 
The performance of the whole AC system will be therefore 
tending to the values of the compressors optimized for higher 
condensing temperatures (V, 2.6). The two compressors 
with lower V. are capable of running also in these conditions. 
0054 Considering the relatively short (in relation to the 
whole year for the given region) period on which the system 
is running at full load, the slight decrease of efficiency due the 
influence of the two compressors with lower V, will be very 
little compared to the efficiency of an equivalent system 
mounting all six “air cooled' compressors. 
0055. The efficiency of this system, by the way, is greatly 
higher than the one of an equivalent system mounting all six 
compressors with a lower V-2.3; this in the case that we 
would have chosen to optimize the AC system only interms of 
part load operations. 
0056 B. Part Load, 66.7%: 2 compressors V–2.3 and 2 
compressors V-2.6 switched on, 2 compressors V–2.6 
switched off. 

0057 The season is “fresh summer beginning of summer 
and the end of summer, which typically provides for medium 
condensing temperatures and part load demands. Further, 
because the condenser size remains fixed, the condensing 
temperature is lower in part load operation. 
0058. In this case the efficiency of the system will be 
already influenced by the higher efficiency of the 2 compres 
sors with V, 2.3. The two compressors with higher V, will 
still offer acceptable performances. Possibly the efficiency 
increase due to the two compressors with lower V, will be 
bigger than the efficiency decrease due to the two compres 
sors with higher V, or in the worse case the two effects 
will mutually compensate each other (this is function of the 
real condensing temperature and also depends on the exact 
behavior of the isentropic efficiency curves of the compres 
sors). 
0059 By the way, the total efficiency of the system in this 
case will be certainly higher than the one of an equivalent 
system equipped with all four compressors with V, 2.6. This 
is the efficiency advantage offered by the “scroll mix' at the 
given conditions. 
0060 C. Part Load, 33.3%: 2 compressors V=2.3 on, 4 
compressors V-2.6 off. 
0061 The season is spring, autumn, or very early or very 
late Summer in which low condensing temperatures are typi 
cally expected. 
0062. These temperature conditions are similar to those of 
a watercooled chiller and therefore the advantage, in terms of 
efficiency, becomes in this case even more conspicuous. 
0063. The efficiency of the system in these conditions is 
certainly much higher than the one of an equivalent system 
equipped with compressors optimized for air cooled condi 
tions (V, 2.6). Practically, one will obtain exactly the same 
efficiency of a system only equipped with compressors with 
lower V-2.3 but without giving up the high efficiency of the 
system at full load conditions. 
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0064. Other Operating Capacities 
0065. In the above example, we have in total 6 compres 
sors, split into 2 circuits (3 compressors per circuit). The 
configurations 100%. 66.7% and 33.3% are indicated above, 
but it is also possible to run other partload configurations. For 
example, at 83.3% operating capacity, 5 compressors are 
switched on, with the first bank/circuit operating with 3 com 
pressors in full load and the second bank/circuit with 2 com 
pressors—part load 66.7%. At 50%, 3 compressors are 
Switched on; the first circuit operates with 2 compressors 
(66.7% part load), and the second with 1 compressor 33.3% 
part load). At 16.7% operating capacity, only 1 compressor is 
Switched on with one circuit is operating with 1 compressor at 
33.3% part load and the other one is completely switched off. 
It is noted that the exact behavior in this case depends on the 
lay-out and design of the system (one condenser or two sepa 
rate condensers). 
0.066 Conclusions from Example 
0067. After quantifying, if the efficiencies of the system 
are Summed at the different operating conditions during the 
whole year, one can expect that the total efficiency will be 
higher for a system with a "scroll mix' than for an equivalent 
system using all compressors with the same V, (either higher 
or lower). This is explainable because, in terms of efficiency, 
the "scroll mix' relies on the most efficient compressors, in 
correspondence of a certain operating condition. Similarly if 
in another case an optimization weighted toward part load 
conditions, i.e. low condensing temperatures, is required, 
more compressors (i.e. 3 or 4) with lower V, will be selected 
in order to increase the “weight of the compressors opti 
mized for lower condensing temperatures. In each case the 
exact mix is to be readily calculated. 
0068 All references, including publications, patent appli 
cations, and patents cited herein are hereby incorporated by 
reference to the same extent as if each reference were indi 
vidually and specifically indicated to be incorporated by ref 
erence and were set forth in its entirety herein. 
0069. The use of the terms “a” and “an and “the and 
similar referents in the context of describing the invention 
(especially in the context of the following claims) is to be 
construed to cover both the singular and the plural, unless 
otherwise indicated herein or clearly contradicted by context. 
The terms “comprising.” “having,” “including,” and “con 
taining are to be construed as open-ended terms (i.e., mean 
ing “including, but not limited to) unless otherwise noted. 
Recitation of ranges of values herein are merely intended to 
serve as a shorthand method of referring individually to each 
separate value falling within the range, unless otherwise indi 
cated herein, and each separate value is incorporated into the 
specification as if it were individually recited herein. All 
methods described herein can be performed in any suitable 
order unless otherwise indicated herein or otherwise clearly 
contradicted by context. The use of any and all examples, or 
exemplary language (e.g., “Such as”) provided herein, is 
intended merely to better illuminate the invention and does 
not pose a limitation on the scope of the invention unless 
otherwise claimed. No language in the specification should be 
construed as indicating any non-claimed element as essential 
to the practice of the invention. 
0070 Preferred embodiments of this invention are 
described herein, including the best mode knownto the inven 
tors for carrying out the invention. Variations of those pre 
ferred embodiments may become apparent to those of ordi 
nary skill in the art upon reading the foregoing description. 
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The inventors expect skilled artisans to employ such varia 
tions as appropriate, and the inventors intend for the invention 
to be practiced otherwise than as specifically described 
herein. Accordingly, this invention includes all modifications 
and equivalents of the Subject matter recited in the claims 
appended hereto as permitted by applicable law. Moreover, 
any combination of the above-described elements in all pos 
sible variations thereof is encompassed by the invention 
unless otherwise indicated herein or otherwise clearly con 
tradicted by context. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A compressor arrangement, comprising: 
a plurality of refrigerant compressors connected in parallel 

circuit, each refrigerant compressor having a Volume 
index, the plurality of refrigerant compressors including 
at least one first compressor and at least one second 
compressor, each first compressor having a different 
Volume index than each second compressor. 

2. The compressor arrangement of claim 1, wherein the 
first and second compressors are scroll compressors. 

3. The compressor arrangement of claim 2, wherein in 
relative relation between the first and second compressors, 
each first compressor has a higher isentropic efficiency at a 
high temperature range for Saturated condensing tempera 
ture, and wherein each second compressor has a higher isen 
tropic efficiency at a low temperature range for Saturated 
condensing temperature, the high temperature range being 
higher than the low temperature range. 

4. The compressor arrangement of claim 3, wherein each 
first compressoris Substantially optimized for air cooling, and 
wherein each second compressor is substantially optimized 
for water cooling. 

5. The compressor arrangement of claim 3, further com 
prising: 

a controller in operative communication with the refriger 
ant compressors for individually turning refrigerant 
compressors on and off the controller configured to 
Selectively operate the first and second compressors in 
response to a demand load and a determination of dif 
ferent Saturated condensing temperature conditions. 

6. The compressor of claim 5, wherein the controller 
selects between the first and second compressors or combi 
nation thereof based on maximizing isentropic efficiency. 

7. The compressor arrangement of claim 6, wherein, 
when determined to be in the first high temperature range, 

the controller operating the first compressors to the 
extent necessitated by the demand load, and operating 
the second compressors only as necessary to meet the 
demand load when all first compressors are already 
operating; and 

when determined to be in the second low temperature 
range, the controller operating the second compressors 
to the extent necessitated by a demand load, and operat 
ing the first compressors only as necessary to meet the 
demand load when all second compressors are already 
operating. 

8. The compressor arrangement of claim 5, further com 
prising at least one sensor adapted to sense an environmental 
condition indicative of the high and low temperature ranges, 
the sensor in communication with the controller, the control 
ler determining whether a high or low temperature range 
exists based on sensed environmental conditions of the at 
least one sensor. 
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9. The compressor arrangement of claim 8, wherein the 
plurality of refrigerant compressors are integrated in a cool 
ing system, the cooling system including: 

an expansion unit including an expansion valve and a 
expansion unit heat exchanger, the expansion unit 
arranged in fluid series with the plurality of refrigerant 
compressors; and 

a condenser interposed between the expansion unit and the 
plurality of refrigerant compressors; 

wherein the plurality of refrigerant compressors compress 
a refrigerant fluid, which is condensed in the condenser, 
then expanded in the expansion unit and then returned to 
the plurality of refrigerant compressors. 

10. The compressor of claim 9, wherein said at least one 
sensor is a pressure sensor in communication with a refriger 
ant Suction line upstream of the plurality of refrigerant com 
pressors, the controller determining whether a high or low 
temperature range exists based upon sensed pressure. 

11. The compressor of claim 10, further comprising an 
intermediate temperature range intermediate of the high and 
low temperature ranges, wherein the controller selectively 
operates the first and second compressors on a factor other 
than maximizing isentropic efficiency when in the interme 
diate range. 

12. The compressor of claim 5, wherein the controller uses 
the demand load to determine Saturated condensing tempera 
ture, wherein the demand load is indicative of saturated con 
densing temperature with a relative higher demand load indi 
cating a higher saturated condensing temperature and a 
relative lower demand load indicating a lower saturated con 
densing temperature. 

13. The compressor of claim 5, wherein the controller uses 
at least one of a temperature sensor and seasonal date infor 
mation to determine Saturated condensing temperature. 

14. The compressor arrangement of claim 1, wherein the 
Volume index of the first and second compressors is fixed and 
thereby not adjustably variable. 

15. The compressor arrangement of claim 1, further com 
prising a common refrigerant Suction pipe connecting inlet 
ports of each of the refrigerant compressors in a bank, and a 
compressed refrigerant pipe connecting the outlet ports of 
each of the refrigerant compressors in the bank. 

16. The compressor arrangement of claim 2, further com 
prising a common mounting rail, with both first and second 
refrigerant compressors commonly mounted on the mounting 
rail. 

17. A method of compressing refrigerant, comprising: 
arranging at least two refrigerant compressors in fluid par 

allel having different built in volume indexes; and 
selectively operating the at least two refrigerant compres 

sors based on Saturated condensing temperature. 
18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
sensing a suction pressure upstream of the at least refrig 

erant compressors; and 
determining the saturate condensing temperature based on 

the Suction pressure. 
19. The method of claim 17, wherein the saturated con 

densing temperature is determined by at least one factor 
selected from the group consisting of demand load, actual 
temperature, refrigerant pressure, and seasonal date data. 

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
selectively operating the refrigerant compressors in 

response to a load demand; 
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determining which of the different refrigerant compressors 
are more efficient at a present state of the saturated 
condensing temperature; 

operating only the refrigerant compressors determined to 
be more efficient at the present state of the saturated 
condensing temperature to satisfy the demand load; and 

operating the refrigerant compressor determined to be less 
efficient in the event the demand load cannot be satisfied 
by the refrigerant compressors determined to be more 
efficient. 

21. The method of claim 17, wherein the refrigerant com 
pressors are scroll compressors, each having a fixed volume 
index. 

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising: 
Selectively operating the refrigerant compressors in 

response to a load demand; 
operating only the refrigerant compressors having a lowest 
Volume index at a low load demand; 

operating all of the refrigerant compressors at a maximum 
load demand. 

23. The method of claim 22, further comprising: 
operating a mix of refrigerant compressors with different 
Volume indexes at an intermediate load demand between 
lowest and maximum load demand to attempt to opti 
mize efficiency. 

24. The method of claim 22, further comprising operating 
only the refrigerant compressors having the lowest Volume 
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index at an intermediate load demand between lowest and 
maximum load demand to attempt to optimize efficiency. 

25. The method of claim 22, further comprising operating 
only the refrigerant compressors having the highest Volume 
index at an intermediate load demand between lowest and 
maximum load demand to attempt to optimize efficiency. 

26. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
configuring a combination of Scroll compressors of differ 

ent index Volumes based upon at least one of climate 
location and geographic location. 

27. The method of claim 26, wherein said configuring 
comprises including more scroll compressors of a higher 
index Volume in Some locations and more scroll compressors 
of a lower index Volume in some locations. 

28. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
compressing refrigerant from a common Suction refriger 

ant pipe with at least some of the compressors and outlet 
compressed refrigerant along a common outlet pipe: 

condensing the refrigerant received from the outlet pipe 
with a condenser heat exchanger; 

expanding the condensed refrigerant in a expansion heat 
exchanger, and 

returning expanded refrigerant to the refrigerant compres 
sors along the common Suction refrigerant pipe. 

29. The compressor arrangement of claim 1, wherein the 
first and second compressors are screw compressors. 

c c c c c 


